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 Footnotes References External links Category:2012 films Category:2010s romantic drama films Category:Indian films
Category:Hindi-language films Category:Indian romance films Category:2010s Hindi-language films Category:Films directed by

Aashay Khan Category:Films featuring an item number Category:Films scored by Mithoon Category:Indian romantic drama
films AIOS: a simplified AIOS development environment - antigizmo ====== apexalpha I just read about the detailed

discussion about AIOS in the next release of the Pointer book. They discuss why it was made, how it was made, and how to use
it. Here are some points to keep in mind when using it: \- You must ensure that the +I option is enabled in Pointer. \- I don't

think the AIOS printout will show up correctly in a frame buffer device like a Raspberry Pi. \- I think it's possible to run AIOS
on the iOS simulator, but I haven't tried that. \- I like the fact that Pointer and the Dev-Env share the same OUPath to the Apple
Kernel. \- It's good that Pointer is written in MIPS as that platform is the one currently running Pointer code. The MIPS version
is very similar to the OpenWRT version. \- You need to change the build to the 64-bit version and run the make command. It's
made from the standard AIOS development environment. \- You have to build your own Pointer 'bitcode' before compiling it.
------ aw3c2 This is a good to get you started. But consider not starting on such a 'lifestyle'. Don't build this, start with libs. ~~~
coffeemug I do not understand your point. The point of AIOS is to simplify AIOS development, and to do that it's built on top

of libs. The goal of libs is to make developing easy, and thus why we focus on building libs that have a quick/easy build/test
cycle. AIOS has a much higher development time than the open source lib 82157476af
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